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	T: Beginner routine.Shoot up the spots to begin the session. If you are getting the cue ball back to your tip, focus on how you arm feels when stroking straight. If you are struggling, make note of which side you are missing to and by how much and considering shooting along the width of the table.
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	Text1: Take what you learned from the last drill and ingrain it in your head before potting balls. Shoot balls directly into the pockets, but don't get lazy. Focus on recreating the feeling that you had when you were successful shooting up the spots. Make note of which side of the pocket your balls are hitting.
	Text2: Get comfortable with the most important ball on the table. Record your high score. If you get out of line, just take ball in hand instead of swinging at a crazy shot. Get in the habit of potting the black, not missing it.This drill can be subbed with carom off the black, or do both.
	Text3: Pot the yellow green and brown in any order, re-spotting after every shot. Keep track of your pot percentage. If you feel comfortable with that, use all the colours (still shooting in any order).
	Text4: Now that you've worked on balls of the spot you should work on some open reds. Start with just the row of three reds along the black spot. If you can do that several times without missing, add another row.
	Text5: Bring it all together. Start with 2 reds between the pink and black. Add another after successfully potting both reds and 2 colours. Continue for 15 minutes add track high break. If you feel yourself getting frustrated, return to stroke drills.
	Text6: Finish by working on your touch with some shots to nothing. A good time to experiment with side. Try different routes using multiple cushions. Don't worry about the pots and you'll surprise yourself by knocking some in.
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